HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Natural Resources

Will meet at:  11:00 A.M.  Date:  June 8, 2004

Location:  Committee Room 4

Remarks:

**HCR 180  DOVE (TBA)**

**COASTAL RES/COASTAL ZONE:** Urges and requests the Department of Natural Resources, the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, and the Department of Environmental Quality to streamline the permitting process for drilling permits and coastal use permits *(Subject to Rule Suspension)*

**HCR 226  FRITH**

**HUNTING/DEER:** Urges the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to study muzzleloader season for deer hunting

**HCR 257  FRITH**

**FISHING:** Request the charter fishing boat captains to cooperate with Department of Wildlife and Fisheries surveys of effort

**SB 15  DUPRE**

**WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPT:** Provides an affirmative defense to dealers for undersized crab violations.

**SB 187  ULLO**

**WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPT:** Provides relative to acquisition of Elmer’s Island by the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries or the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism office of state parks.

**SB 310  DUPRE**

**NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT:** Authorizes department to expropriate by a declaration of taking for certain barrier island purposes in the coastal zone. *(gov sig)*

**SB 375  MARIONNEAUX**

**HUNTERS/HUNTING:** Provides for statewide uniformity in certain regulations as to size and number of antlers which an antlered buck deer must possess to be legally taken.

______________________________
WILFRED PIERRE
Chairman